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INTRODUCTION
The Minnesota Solar Energy Industries Association (MnSEIA) respectfully submits these
comments regarding an appropriate adder to apply to a proposed value-of-solar (VOS) rate to
ensure compliance with Minnesota statutes.
BACKGROUND
On April 7, the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (the “Commission”) ordered Xcel
Energy (“Xcel”) to file a tariff implementing a VOS rate for community solar gardens (CSGs), or
to file a calculation of the VOS rate for solar gardens and show cause why the rate should not be
implemented.1 A lengthy comment period ensued.
In response to the Commission’s orders, many of the testifiers illustrated a need for additional
funding before the VOS could be properly implemented in the CSG arena.2 The Department of
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Commerce’s Energy Resources Division (DER) also weighed in on an adder program. Feeling
that the record was not fully developed, DER devised a plan, whereby the parties could discuss
what an appropriate adder is.3 The discussion period was suggested from October to March.4
DER recommended that the Applicable Retail Rate (ARR) should serve as the interim rate, until
the Commission determines a proper CSG adder.5
On August 7, 2014, the Commission took verbal testimony from multiple stakeholders. Some
parties argued for the Department’s recommendation and others argued for the immediate
adoption of a CSG-specific rate, which incorporated the VOS.6 Then the Commission ordered
the following:
Direct the parties to engage in further discussions and to file comments by
October 1, 2014, regarding the appropriate adder, if any, to apply in conjunction
with a proposed value-of-solar rate to ensure compliance with the communitysolar-garden statute, including, but not limited to, a requirement that the
community-solar-garden plan approved by the Commission reasonably allow for
the creation, financing and accessibility of community solar gardens.7
In essence, the Commission adopted DER’s proposal, and has now asked the parties to begin
commenting upon what the CSG adder should be.
COMMENTS
1. The Community Solar Gardens Program Needs An Adder In Order To Meet Multiple
Statutes’ Legislative Intent.
a. The law requires that the CSG rate at least equal the Applicable Retail Rate for
the first three years.
The VOS statute illustrates a legal need for an adder. According to Minn. Stat. 216B.164, “The
Commission may not authorize a utility to charge an alternative tariff rate that is lower than the
utility’s applicable retail rate until three years after the Commission approves an alternative tariff
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for the utility.”8 The Legislature has commanded that the value provided to CSGs must be higher
than the ARR for at least the first three years of the program. Because the VOS is currently lower
than the ARR, some sort of adder is required until approximately 2017.
Furthermore, the statute provides guidance on how the PUC should interpret Minn. Stat.
216B.164’s language. According to subdivision titled “Scope and Purpose,” “This section shall
at all times be construed in accordance with its intent to give the maximum possible
encouragement to cogeneration and small power production consistent with protection of the
ratepayers and the public.”9 The Legislature has a clear desire to encourage solar development
and the Commission is required to follow its directive.
b. In order to reasonably allow for the creation, financing, and accessibility of
Community Solar Gardens, providing value for the additional costs associated
with garden operations is necessary.
The VOS without an adder is insufficient for CSG development. The law requires that the
Commission reasonably allow for the “creation, financing and accessibility of community solar
gardens,” but the current rate will not allow for that. 10 CSG creation requires at least $.15/kWh
and the current VOS is a levelized value of $.1208/kWh. The rate disparity arises, because CSGs
provide more benefits for consumers than traditional installations. CSGs have great customer
care, allow for easy transferability, and have more consumer protections.
But the increased benefits require increased costs. There are six CSG specific price driving
factors, and they are as follows:
1. 25 Years of Customer Care;
CSGs will have many customers that will inevitably have questions, comments and concerns.
The CSG model incorporates these customer interests by having a management program that
fields phone calls. Additionally, the CSG management program provides for easy subscription
transfers. If a subscriber wants to leave the garden they are free to do so. These two primary
customer care benefits will come at the installer’s, or operator’s, expense and are unique to
CSGs.
2. Disclosure Requirements;
Another CSG specific cost is the PUC ordered disclosure requirements.11 Unlike traditional solar
installations, CSG installers must provide information on “the future costs and benefits of
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subscription, a copy of the solar-garden contract, a copy of the solar-panel warranty, proof of
insurance, proof of a long-term maintenance plan, production projections, and operator contact
information.”12 These extra documents will create more consumer protections, but will also
generate added research, printing, labor, and legal costs for installers.
3. Attorney Opinion Letters;
A traditional solar installation does not require an attorney to approve the development. But
CSGs do require Attorney Opinion Letters.13 This additional legal fee is variable, as it ranges
with the garden’s complexity, but it results in added consumer protections. The cost of this
benefit, however, adds to the installer’s legal expenses.
4. Xcel Energy CSG Fees;
The Commission has approved CSG specific fees, which manifest themselves in different forms.
Some of them are clearly fees. Xcel assesses them on the installers. But there are other fee-like
costs associated with Xcel’s CSG program.14 For instance, the security deposit may not be a fee
per se, but it is on the installers to procure upfront financing, requiring both time and money.
These actual and effective fees both pertain only to CSG installations.
5. 25 years of CSG management; and
While traditional solar installations do have operations and maintenance associated with them,
CSGs are larger and require a separate managerial schema. Because of the volume of
subscriptions, many installers will develop self-governing LLCs to operate the financial escrows.
Whether the installation company opts to create an LLC, or manage the escrows itself, this is an
additional time and financial constraint that only CSGs require.
6. Higher per customer acquisition costs
A traditional solar installation has one, or a few, customers. Often those customers seek out the
installer for estimates. A single CSG, however, requires many subscribers. CSGs are a great
energy investment product for many consumers, so a majority of the initial subscribers will come
on their own accord. But generally additional marketing is required to fill up the remaining
subscription slots.
Furthermore, CSGs are a new way to purchase solar energy. Not every consumer currently
understands how beneficial CSGs can be for them. So our installers will also need to educate
potential customers. Our installers, specifically those working on residential and small
12
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commercial CSGs, will need to solicit and educate consumers more than they do with their
traditional solar installation sales models. These CSG marketing and education costs indicate a
need for more value added to the VOS.
While the VOS may be sufficient for a traditional solar installation, these six CSG related costs
require additional offsets. Therefore, an adder is necessary, if the Commission wants the CSG
program to allow for the creation, financing and accessibility of community solar gardens.
c. The law also requires that the CSGs that do exist benefit the public interest.
There are other statutory mandates for the CSG program that point to a legislative desire for a
CSG rate that is higher than the current VOS. In addition to meeting the requirement that the
Commission allow for CSG creation and financial accessibility, any developed garden must
benefit the public.15
The public interest requirement is a Minnesota-centric directive. When adopting the 2013 solar
energy legislation package, the Legislature manifested an intent to keep a significant portion of
CSG’s economic benefit within the state. To do so, a rate that will allow Minnesota installers to
hire local workers at fair wages and buy state made products is desirable. Clearly, $.15/kWh will
allow out of state solar companies to build in-state CSGs, but more importantly, it will also
ensure that some of the CSG program’s economic benefit will stay in Minnesota.
The public interest requirement necessitates sustainable, high quality CSGs that are installed by
skilled workers. Some organizations may state that CSGs can be built at a rate below the
$.15/kWh we’ve advocated for since the beginning of this docket. But a lower CSG rate may
diminish the enthusiasm for garden development among Minnesotans that are ready to support
sustainable, well-constructed CSGs.
On its own, development of large scale CSGs is insufficient to meet Minn. Stat. 216B.1641. The
CSG program must also benefit the public interest. In order to do so, CSGs must be built well,
and must advantage Minnesota’s economy. This necessitates a $.15/kWh rate.
2. To Meet The Legislative Requirements, The Adder Must Be A 3 Cent Boost, Include A
2.75% Escalation Floor That Otherwise Tracks With The Utility’s Energy Rate, And
Be Derived From An Uncapped Pool Of Funds.
Our proposed adder is a package of three components that get the rate up to $.15/kWh
levelized.16 The first portion of the adder we propose is an additional 3 cent base rate that
could be added to the VOS. This would bring the rate from 9.4 cents to 12.4 cents. This 12.4
cents, when levelized over the course of a 25 year contract, boosts the rate to the 15 cent
minimum.
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Our second recommendation is to have a 2.75% interest rate, which is already incorporated into
the VOS methodology via the CPI, act as an escalation rate floor.17 The rate would otherwise
track utility general energy rate increases, like the ARR does.18
This approach prevents general electricity rates from outpacing PV generated prices, ensuring
the value of the energy produced is not less than the energy purchased. It also provides enough
certainty for financing and subscriptions, which is critical to receiving outside investment capital.
By blending the two escalation rates together with a rate floor, it combines the interests of those
organizations that wanted the ARR as the interim rate with those that proposed the CSG rate at
the hearing on August 7, 2014.
The final characteristic of our proposed adder is that it must come from a pool that doesn’t
create a capped program. Not only is this an advantage from a consumer and installer
perspective, but it is also required by law. According to Minn. Stat. 216B.1641, “There shall be
no limitation on the number or cumulative generating capacity of community solar garden
facilities other than the limitations imposed under section 216B.164 subdivision 4c, or other
limitations provided in law or regulations.”19 Any capped pool of funds would run up against this
statute, because it would result in a practical limitation on CSG development. In order to abide
by the law and to ensure unimpeded CSG growth, the adder must come from an uncapped pool.
3. The Adder Could Come From The Fuel Clause Adjustment Charge.
As far as where the pool of money could come from to pay for the adder, it makes the most sense
to pull it from the Fuel Clause Adjustment for three reasons. First, the Fuel Clause Adjustment
suits both the public’s and installers’ needs, because the fund is legally and practically uncapped.
Next, the Fuel Clause Adjustment Charge currently has a lot of financial volatility, because it is
filled with fuels that are difficult to estimate accurately. But adding more solar to the mix could
create a hedge against the fossil fuel costs, allowing for better utility planning while reducing
consumer risk. Finally, the ARR already pulls from the Fuel Clause Adjustment Charge and
staying consistent would reduce ratepayer confusion.20 When looking at the other available
options, the public benefits the most if the money for the adder is pulled from the Fuel Clause
Adjustment Charge.
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Sincerely,
Lynn Hinkle
Policy Director
Minnesota Solar Energy Industries Association - MnSEIA
lhinkle@mnseia.org
612-310-4742
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